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1. Nate _________ to 5th grade next 
year.

•Will go
•Goes
•Is going

3. Alex and I __________  video game 
together.

•Is playing
•Will play
•Play

5. Sara __________ her dog from 
tomorrow.

•Will walk
•Is walking
•Walked

7. My parents __________ very proud of 
me.

•Will be
•Are
•Were

9. My sister _________ very angry.

•Was
•Is
•Will be

2. Mia _________ to play piano.

•Is learning
•Learning
•Will learn

4. My grandpa and grandma ___________ 
us during Christmas.

•Will visit
•Visiting
•Visit

6.My mom ___________ cake for my 
birthday.

•Will bake
•Bake
•Baked

8. She __________ the band.

•Lead
•Will lead
•Leading

10. I __________ a card for my dad.

•Will make
•Made
•Make

Select the correct Simple Future Tense from the options

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Future Tense

Subject

The future tense is a verb tense used for a future activity or a future state of being.

For example: I will jump in the pool.

Verb
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1. Nate will go to 5th grade next year.

•Will go
•Goes
•Is going

3. Alex and I will play video game together.

•Is playing
•Will play
•Play

5. Sara will walk her dog from tomorrow.

•Will walk
•Is walking
•Walked

7. My parents will be very proud of me.

•Will be
•Are
•Were

9. My sister will be very angry.

•Was
•Is
•Will be

2. Mia will learn to play piano.

•Is learning
•Learning
•Will learn

4. My grandpa and grandma will visit us 
during Christmas.

•Will visit
•Visiting
•Visit

6.My mom will bake cake for my birthday.

•Will bake
•Bake
•Baked

8. She will lead the band.

•Lead
•Will lead
•Leading

10. I will make a card for my dad.

•Will make
•Made
•Make

Answers

A verb is the most important word in a sentence; without it, the sentence would not make sense. Verbs 

show an action, occurrence, or state of being (exist). 

All  sentences require both a verb and a subject (a noun or pronoun).  

For example: A monkey climbed the tree.

Verbs - Future Tense

Subject

The future tense is a verb tense used for a future activity or a future state of being.

For example: I will jump in the pool.

Verb


